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QUESTION 1

Which of the following adapters are NOT installed by default? 

A. LDAP profile (LDAP adapter) 

B. Linux profile (Linux adapter) 

C. AIX profile (UNIX adapter) 

D. AD profile (AD adapter) 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: http://www01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSRMWJ_6.0.0.3/com.ibm.isim.doc_6.0.0.3/overview/cpt /
cpt_ic_release_oview_supportedadapters.htm?lang=en 

 

QUESTION 2

Life cycle rule is triggered automatically by which event? 

A. A schedule and matching criteria evaluated against an entity. 

B. External event. 

C. Schedule only. 

D. Internal event. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

The client\\'s IBM Security Identity Manager (ISIM) production environment consists of a two node IBM Websphere
Application cluster. Server #1 has the Websphere Deployment Manager installed as well as one of the cluster nodes.
Server #2 in the cluster just has the node installed. If a process monitor is being configured on Server #1 how many
Java processes are there related just to Websphere? 

A. 4 - Deployment Manager process, Node process, Application Server process, Messaging Server process 

B. 1- Deployment Manager and Node processes run under a single Java process 

C. 3 - Deployment Manager process, Node process, Application Server process 

D. 2 - Deployment Manager process and Node process 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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What does the following service selection policy return? 

A. It returns multiple services of the same kind for the subject to choose in a dynamic workflow. 

B. It returns the service closest to the subject based on the \\'location\\' attribute of the subject. 

C. It returns the service closest to the subject in the organizational tree defined in ISIM. 

D. It returns the service closest to the service that the subject has requested. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What are TWO valid sets of Access Control Item (ACI) members that can be used to grant access to create or modify
static organizational roles? 

A. The supervisor of the business unit in which the organizational role resides. 

B. Users who are members of a role other than the one being operated on. 

C. Users who are members of an ISIM group. 

D. The supervisor of the owner of the role. 

E. Users who are members of a role. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 6

When considering forms associated with Service, Accounts and Service Group categories, what two forms can be
customized? 

A. The Account form for accounts associated with a specific service type can be customized. 

B. The Service Group form for groups associated with a specific service can be customized. 

C. The Account form for accounts associated with a specific service can be customized 

D. The Service Group form for a specific group value can be customized. 
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E. The Service form for a specific service can be customized. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 7

One-way SSL connectivity to the RMI Dispatcher from ISIM is failing. 

Which TWO conditions must be correct to allow successful one-way SSL communications? 

A. In solution.properties, property javax.net.ssl.keyStore= is defined with the correct absolute path to the jks containing
the key certificate 

B. In solution.properties. com.ibm.di.dispatcher.ssl.clientAuth=true 

C. In solution.properties, com.ibm.di.dispatcher.ssl is set to true 

D. The key certificate is installed in a Webspherekeystore 

E. The signer certificate installed in a TDI truststore 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two statements are correct for a loop node in a workflow? (Choose two) 

A. Nodes inside a loop can transition to activities outside the loop provide process.goto("Activity_ID") is used on the
transition. 

B. To retrieve an instance of an activity in a loop, the process.getActivity method is passed two parameters. 

C. The loop node does not specify the results of the nodes in the loop. 

D. loopcount is a local variable available only in the loop node. 

E. Index of activities in a loop starts with zero. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: http://www01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSRMWJ_6.0.0.2/com.ibm.isim.doc_6.0.0.2/planning/cpt/
cpt_ic_wkflo_node_loop.htm 

 

QUESTION 9

Which configuration must be in place to allow new account passwords to be emailed in clear text? 

A. Property "enrole.mail.notify=" set to \\'ASYNC in enRole.properties 

B. "Enable store forwarding" checked on Post Office configuration 
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C. sharedsecret attribute populated on person objects 

D. Enrole.workflow.notifyPassword set to true 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

What change is needed in the Directory Server when a custom person entity is created in IBM Security Identity
Manager? 

A. There is no change needed in the Directory Server for new custom person entities. 

B. A new container needs to be created in the Directory Server. 

C. Directory object class and attributes to reflect the new entity. 

D. A new user entry needs be created in the Directory Server. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: http://www01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS4J57_6.2.2.6/com.ibm.tivoli.fim.doc_6226/sse/usc_def 

_custom_attribute/USCAttributecannotbeadded.html 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following is correct for enrole.ui.pageSize and enrole.ui.maxSearchResults properties? 

A. enrole.ui.pageSize controls the number of list items that is initially displayed on the screen, with more results made
available in the UI with links to Page 2. Page 3. and so on. enrole.ui.maxSearchResults controls the maximum number
of items returned for a search on one page. enrole.ui.maxSearchResults must always be less than or equal to
enrole.ui.pageSize. 

B. enrole.ui.pageSize controls the maximum number of pages that will be displayed when a search query exceeds one
page on the screen. enrole.ui.maxSearchResults controls the maximum number of items that are allowed as output of a
search. If number if search results is larger than this then I SIM returns an error on the Ul and terminates the request. 

C. enrole.ui.pageSize controls the default browser size (in pixels) that the web page opens to when the application is
accessed. enrole.ui.maxSearchResults controls the maximum number of items returned for a search. 

D. enrole.ui.pageSize controls the number of list items that is initially displayed on the screen.
enrole.ui.maxSearchResults controls the maximum number of items returned for a search. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

When gathering requirements for setting the Password policy which TWO targets need to be identified? 

A. Each instance of a reconciliation schedule 
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B. Each approval node in a workflow 

C. Each instance of a service type 

D. Each request of a user change 

E. Each service type 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 13

When the role CheckWtiter is assigned to a user, a maximum check amount limit must be specified. 

What is the recommended design option to implement this requirement? 

A. Advice the customer this requirement involves a custom schema and a custom UI. 

B. Create an Assignment attribute on the CheckWriter role called MaxCheck Amount. 

C. Create multiple roles, one for each check writer\\'s maximum check amount. 

D. Extend the role schema to add an attribute called MaxCheckAmount. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

The client has a requirement to setup a reconciliation schedule against a given service that will run only on Monday.
Wednesday, and Friday at 8:00 am. 

How many schedules will need to be setup for the service in order to meet the requirement? 

A. It is not possible to meet the requirement. 

B. Three schedules will be needed. 

C. Two schedules will needed. 

D. One schedule will needed. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

What is the purpose of creating a custom Person entity? 

A. To rename the user records in the IBM Security Identity Manager (ISIM). 

B. To include enterprise-specific attributes associated with a person. 
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C. To separate Person from Business Partner Person. 

D. To protect the privacy of the person. 

Correct Answer: B 
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